
8 iPads

You Want To Know What Cellular I Got?

41 iPhones

1 Outlook?

6 Samsung

Much of the text was devoted to stating what mobile device 
one was replying on.  What, iPhones are more popular? No.

How it went down:

Reply just to the 
mailman address.

1
Email sent 

to powerschool user list
emailing everyone in

the district.

2
REPLY TO ALL was
used, emailing the 

sender PLUS the 
mailman address

4
Everyone gets a 

fresh email

3

How many times
PLEASE was used

249

How many times
THANK was used

151

I have received a 
couple hundred 

emails!!!

Emailer #125

End their emails with a quote.  It’s like
a secret movie at the end of the credits,

your reward for reading the WHOLE email.

Send email with their email address in their email signature.
Maybe you missed who it’s from and are too lazy to look

at the “From:” line. These guys got you covered.

Administrative People
(Principals, V.P., clerical, counselor)
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Think asking the internet
to remove them will work

59%

“KNOW” what is wrong,
and have to say what

40%

Feel the need to REPLY ALL
to say STOP REPLYING ALL

20%

66%

33%
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I have received 
over 40 emails!!!

Emailer #89

I have received 
over 20 emails!!!

Emailer #73

It does not seem to match the district spread, but more High School 
teachers  participated than any other.  This activity seemed better suited to 

the humor level of a middle school teacher.  

32%

Elementary Middle High School

28% 41%

REPLY TO ALLREPLY TO ALLHow one email changed 
the night of a million 
district employees,

forever.

RESPONSESRESPONSES

People
2

Responded to this email
with an email from a 

di�erent conversation

General Statistics
Reponses: 127
Total Timeline:  15H 29M
Male:  42  Female: 85
Elementary: 39,  Middle: 35,  High School: 52
“Knows What is Wrong”: Any email with extra sentences not 
containing “Take me o�” or “Stop replying” were labeled as 
knowing something they thought was important for us all 
to know, whether it was how their day was, or where to put 
this email chain.

While only 1.95% of the district replied to this email, that is enough for 
descriptive statistics to have a margin of error of 8.61% at the

95% con�dence interval.  If you care.  But it does let
you say some things about everybody....

Stanford has a higher 
acceptance rate than this

email chain.

Percent of the district that 
did not reply, at all.

98.05%

1.95%

Think asking the internet
to remove them will work

51-67%

“KNOW” what is wrong,
and have to say what

32-48%

Feel the need to REPLY ALL
to say STOP REPLYING ALL

12-28%

IN THE DISTRICT
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2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 11:40 14:00 16:20Initial Email
 4:46 P.M.

Final Email #127
 8:19 A.M.

Over 14 hours later

Break for sleep

Time Since First Email

N
um

ber of Em
ails

Emailer #93 explains
exactly what is happening.

No one listens.


